Fatalities as reported by transport mode in EU countries

Belgique/België

Total

Transport mode:
- motor cycle
- moped
- pedal cycle
- pedestrian
- heavy goods vehicle
- lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- bus or coach
- agricultural tractor
- other
- unknown
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France

Transport mode:
- motorcycle
- moped
- pedal cycle
- pedestrian
- heavy goods vehicle
- lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- bus or coach
- agricultural tractor
- other
- unknown

Year

Fatalities

Source: CARE Database
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Latvija

Urban

Year

Transport mode
- motor cycle
- moped
- pedal cycle
- pedestrian
- heavy goods vehicle
- lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- bus or coach
- agricultural tractor
- other
- unknown

Fatalities

European Commission
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Luxembourg

Rural

![Graph showing fatalities by transport mode from 1991 to 2017. The x-axis represents the years 1991 to 2017, and the y-axis represents fatalities. The transport modes include motor cycle, moped, pedal cycle, pedestrian, heavy goods vehicle, lorry, under 3.5 tonnes, bus or coach, agricultural tractor, other, and unknown.](image)
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Magyarország

Total

![Graph showing road traffic fatalities in Hungary from 1999 to 2017 by transport mode. The graph includes data for various transport modes such as motor cycle, moped, pedal cycle, pedestrian, heavy goods vehicle, lorry, under 3.5 tonnes, bus or coach, other, and unknown. The x-axis represents the years from 1999 to 2017, and the y-axis represents the number of fatalities.]
Malta

Total

Transport mode
- motor cycle
- moped
- pedal cycle
- pedestrian
- heavy goods vehicle
- lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- bus or coach
- agricultural tractor
- other
- unknown

Year

Fatalities

European Commission
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Motorway

Year

Fatalities

Transport mode
- motor cycle
- moped
- pedal cycle
- pedestrian
- heavy goods vehicle
- lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- bus or coach
- agricultural tractor
- other
- unknown
Portugal

Rural

Year

Transport mode
- motor cycle
- moped
- pedal cycle
- pedestrian
- heavy goods vehicle
- lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- bus or coach
- agricultural tractor
- other
- unknown

European Commission
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Slovensko

Total

Year

Transport mode:
- motor cycle
- pedal cycle
- pedestrian
- heavy goods vehicle
- lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- bus or coach
- other
- unknown

European Commission
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Slovensko

Urban

Transport mode
- motor cycle
- pedal cycle
- pedestrian
- heavy goods vehicle
- lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- bus or coach
- other
- unknown

Year

Fatalities
Sverige

Total

Transport mode:
- Motor cycle
- Moped
- Pedal cycle
- Pedestrian
- Heavy goods vehicle
- Lorry, under 3.5 tonnes
- Bus or coach
- Agricultural tractor
- Other
- Unknown

Year


Fatalities

European Commission
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